
ES(diag)-44

System Operation Check Mode
EyeSight (DIAGNOSTICS)

12.System Operation Check Mode
A: OPERATION
NOTE:
Compulsory drive inspection of the brake light can be performed.
1) On «Main Menu» display, select {Each System Check}.
2) On «System Selection Menu» display, select {ADA adaptive cruise control system}.
3) On «ADA adaptive cruise control system» display, select {EyeSight (from 2009MY)}.
4) On «EyeSight (from 2009MY)» display, select {Compulsory Drive Mode}.
5) On «Compulsory Drive Mode» display, select {Brake Lamp Lighting Operation}.
6) Perform operation according to the Subaru Select Monitor display.

NOTE:
For detailed operation procedures, refer to “PC application help for Subaru Select Monitor”.
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ES(diag)-45

Camera Adjustment, Inspection
EyeSight (DIAGNOSTICS)

13.Camera Adjustment, Inspection
A: PROCEDURE
CAUTION:
• Perform the camera adjustment and inspection at curb weight without passengers.
• Handle RANDOM CHART (ST: 87599YC001) carefully so as not to break it with the adhesive force
of the tape.
Perform inspection or adjustment according to the following procedures.
• Readjustment of stereo camera
Perform the adjustment in the following order: [1. Preparations] → [6. Camera all adjustment mode (replace-
ment/removal)] → [4. Automatic adjustment and function check by driving].
• Replacement of stereo camera
Perform the replacement in the following order: [1. Preparations] → [7. Clear adjustment value] → [6. Camera
all adjustment mode (replacement/removal)] → [4. Automatic adjustment and function check by driving].
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2. Adjustment value clear

3. Camera all adjustment mode

4. Automatic adjustment and 
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Is OK displayed?

Is there any mistake in settings?

End 6. Camera initialization Stereo camera may be malfunctioning, if malfunction occurs 
again after camera initialization.

According to service manual procedures, 
check vehicle and installation conditions.
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